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Abstract

Interactions between two magnetic skyrmions on a ferromagnetic thin film were studied numerically
by using micromagnetic simulations. Magnetic skyrmions are nanoscale configurations of spin that ex-
hibit particle-like behaviors and have topological origin. Results show that skyrmions with the same core
polarization repel. An interesting spiraling motion is also shown between skyrmions at close distances.
This is predicted to be the result of a magnus force. Both the repulsion and magnus forces become
extremely weak after a certain critical distance based on the properties of the material used. The simu-
lations performed do not display any change in skyrmion size when skyrmions are in close proximities to
each other. This goes against other literature and would be something to look into for future directions.
Interactions between skyrmions are important to understand for applications and experimental studies
of skyrmions.

1 Background

Magnetic skyrmions are nanoscale spin configurations
of topological origin which exhibit particle-like be-
haviors.1 They can be considered two dimensional
objects which continue trivially along the third di-
mension. In a ferromagnetic medium, they are char-
acterized by a continuously changing magnetization
density where the core of the skyrmion is oriented
opposite of the surrounding spins located around the
edge.2 Figure 1 shows an example of a skyrmion.

Applicable interest in skyrmions stems from their
potential use in nanoscale information processing for
new memory and computing technologies. The ad-
vantages attributed to magnetic skyrmions over other
spintronic alternatives comes from their ability to be
moved in low density currents (low power consump-
tion), nanoscale size, stability, and particle-like be-
havior. The concept of the skyrmion was initially
introduced in nuclear physics by Tony Skyrme to ex-
plain the stability of hadrons and eventually found
uses in condensed matter.1

The main mechanism behind the stability of
skyrmions is DMI or the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya in-
teraction. DMI is an anti-symmetric exchange inter-
action found in magnetic systems that lack inversion
symmetry and that have a strong spin-orbit interac-
tion.3 DMI in thin films is called interfacial DMI.

Figure 1: Model of a Neel-type Skyrmion, which is character-
ized by the spins rotating in radial planes from the core to the
periphery.4

The DMI Hamiltonian has the following form:

HDM = −D12 · (S1 × S2) (1)

Where each S1 and S2 correspond to two differ-
ent spins and D12 is the DM vector between the two
spins. As a consequence of this equation, DMI causes
a deviation from the parallel alignment of spins result-
ing from the Hamiltonian of the Heisenberg exchange
interaction:

H = −J12(S1 · S2) (2)

Where J is the exchange constant and J > 0 for
a ferromagnet. This leads to a competition between
the DMI, which favors an angle between two spins,
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and the Heisenberg exchange, which favors a parallel
alignment of two spins. Skyrmions form as a result of
this competition.

As mentioned before, skyrmions exhibit particle-
like behavior, therefore it is possible to study the in-
teractions between them. In experiment, and appli-
cation alike, there will be situations where skyrmions
will be close to each other. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to understand the interactions that can occur
between them. For certain applications, it is impor-
tant to know the critical separation distance where
skyrmion interactions are minimized and do not ef-
fect the functionality of the device.

Simulations performed show how the separation
distance between skyrmions effects their interactions,
a spiraling motion between skyrmions when they are
at close distances and how the size of a skyrmion is
effected by interaction with another skyrmion.

2 Methods

Micromagnetic simulations were numerically per-
formed using MuMax3,5 a GPU accelerated mi-
cromagnetic simulation program which solves the
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation:
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dt
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γMs
[M × dM

dt
] (3)

Where α is the damping coefficient, Ms is the
magnetization saturation, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio,
Heff is the effective field, and M is the magnetization.
The LLG equation describes the precession, or rota-
tion, of magnetization about the effective field of a
magnetic system. The damping term on the right-
hand side leads to the magnetization aligning with
the effective field and therefore energy minimization.

In the simulations, the grid size was set to 400 x
400 x 1 nm3 with a discretization of 1 x 1 x 1 nm3 for
the unit cells. Two Neel skyrmions were generated at
an initial distance apart horizontally. They were then
allowed to reach equilibrium states through solving
the LLG equation. The default differential equation
solver in MuMax3 uses the Prince-Dormand method.
Parameters used in the simulations are shown in table
1.

MuMax3 offers multiple ways of reaching mini-
mum energy in a system. The run() function runs
the simulation for a specified amount of time and was
used in simulations where time evolution was impor-
tant. The relax() function tries to evolve the magne-
tization as closely as possible to the minimum energy
state while turning off all excitations.

Table 1: Parameters used in the simulations.

The anisotropy axis shown indicates that the fer-
romagnet wants to be aligned in the positive z-
direction and therefore the core magnetization of each
skyrmion is pointing in the negative z-direction.

Interactions between skyrmions were done with
the run() function. The same simulations were done
for multiple separation distances and for 2 nanosec-
onds at each distance. The relax() function was used
to simulate a large number of separation distances in
order to plot the energies as a function of distance.
The distances between the skyrmions are displayed
from center to center. The radius was automatically
calculated by MuMax3 to be about 15 nanometers,
for each skyrmion, based on the parameters.

Figure 2: Visual depiction of skyrmions with negative core po-
larity and their magnetic fields. For results, only one was ap-
proximated as a point dipole.

Results from the simulations showed no change in
skyrmion size as a function of distance. Therefore,
in order to explain these results, skyrmions were ap-
proximated as magnetic dipoles and their interaction
was simulated by applying an external field on a sin-
gle skyrmion, as shown in figure 2. This shows the
effect that the magnetic field of one skyrmion has on
another.

3 Results

Results for the dynamics of skyrmions are shown in
figure 3. There is a clear repulsive force between the
two skyrmions that is best illustrated in the top row
of figure 3.
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Figure 3: Time evolution of the dynamics between two skyrmions in 2 nanoseconds for multiple initial separation distances. The
colors, shown in the color wheel on the top right, correspond to different directions of in-plane magnetization in the skyrmions.
Each square is only a sliver of the actual grid to focus on the dynamics.

Owing to their particle-like behavior, this shows
that skyrmions with the same core polarity will re-
pel. There was also a spiraling motion that oc-
curred between skyrmions at close distances. The
two skyrmions rotated about each other in a coun-
terclockwise motion. This is very similar to the effect
of a magnus force.

A magnus force is a force that acts perpendicularly
to the motion of a rotating object. The precession of
the magnetization would seem to be analogous to a
rotating object and, as the skyrmions repel, a per-
pendicular magnus force causes them to rotate about
each other in a spiral. This effect gets weaker as the
initial distance between the skyrmions is increased.

The repulsion force also gets weaker for greater
initial distance. This can be illustrated well in fig-
ure 4. Repulsion weakens significantly after a certain
distance. There is also a critical separation distance
where the skyrmions fuse into a single skyrmion. This
separation distance is not exactly when they overlap.
The top row of figure 3 shows skyrmions with a slight
overlap and they still repel. They have to be overlap-
ping fairly significantly, to the point where the cores
are overlapping, in order to cause a fusion.

As stated before, the size of the skyrmions did not
change in a noticeable way for any of the simulations
performed. This goes against other literature where
there is a clear change in size based on the distance

between skyrmions6.7 The cause of this inconsistency
is unknown but the results can be validated by calcu-
lating the magnetic field applied from one skyrmion
onto the other. The applied external magnetic field is
approximated as the magnetic field of a point dipole.

Figure 4: Total energy as a function of separation distance for
the interactions of two skyrmions. There is a significant drop in
energy around 30-40 nanometers, indicating the weak repulsion
experienced thereafter.

The calculated value of the skyrmion based on this
approximation came out to be 1.77 Gauss. This was
then tested by applying an external field on a single
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skyrmion to simulate a skyrmion-skyrmion interac-
tion. The results are shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: Externally applied field effect on skyrmion size to
simulate skyrmion-skyrmion interaction effect on size. Top fig-
ure shows the size of the skyrmion when it is initially generated.
The bottom figure shows the effect of the applied external mag-
netic field on the skyrmion. For the calculated value of 1.77
Gauss, the skyrmion shows no noticeable change in size.

It can be seen that there is no effect on the size
of the skyrmion from figure 5. There is no noticeable
change until the magnitude of the magnetic field of
a skymrion reaches values in the hundreds of Gauss.
More testing will need to be done to validate these re-
sults. MuMax3 may allow skyrmions to expand even
when they are close to each other. Capic et. al.6

applied an external magnetic field on the center of
the skyrmion to avoid this, which could prove to be
a useful test.

4 Conclusion

Interactions between skyrmions in a ferromagnetic
thin film were studied using micromagnetic simula-
tions. Interest in these interactions stems from use-
fulness in experiment as well as application. Results

showed a repulsion between skyrmions with the same
core polarity. In addition to this, a magnus effect
was shown to be prevalent between skyrmions in close
proximity to one another. This, along with the repul-
sion, caused a spiraling out between skyrmions until
they reached a critical distance where the magnus and
repulsion forces had a weak effect. For application, it
is important to understand how these interactions can
be avoided or beneficially used in a device.

One unexpected result was that the size of
the skyrmions did not change as distance between
skyrmions is changed. Approximating skyrmions
as point dipoles and calculating the magnetic field
strength applied from one skyrmion to the other sup-
ported this claim. However, this goes against many
other studies. A future direction is to find out what
caused this discrepancy. One possible route is to ap-
ply an external magnetic field on the center of each
skyrmion to control their size and keep them pinned
for each distance. It would be good to experimentally
verify all of the results shown. Studying skyrmion in-
teractions in antiferromagnets would also be interest-
ing due to certain properties in antiferromagnets that
make them better candidates for certain applications.
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